-The B Books-

-The BeLoved heART Formation-

*Are You Ready To Get Out of Your
Revolving Door…
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*Dedication*
For Those Who Didn’t Give Up and Believed in the One starring back at
ThemYou Are Honored Today, Choose to B*Loved and let Your Heart Soar
With the Priceless, One of A Kind Masterpiece You Are in the Heart of a
Loving Heavenly Father
Who Calls You Beloved Treasure, Chosen and Valued
Who Created You to be Formed in His Heart so You will know what it is
like to Truly B*Loved
In a Home- Heavenly with an Open Invitation with Your Name On it…
Where this can be Everything your heART has been seeking and needing
Hold on to the One who knows You Best- Your First Love, Your
Protector- Your Everything Who Makes Things Happen!
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*Start Here BeLoved*
What is Your heART Projecting and Attracting?
Welcome Treasures,
Have You heard of this Saying…
Attract What You Expect
Reflect What You Desire
Become What You Respect
Mirror What You Admire
Attract What You Expect
1. Going Deeper… Do you Expect to be Treated in a Manner how You Believe You
Should Be Treated? If Yes….Then You Are in The Right Place*
And, are You conscience in the moment to do to others, as you would have them do to
you?
-Matthew 7:12
Reflect What You Desire
2. What We Reflect- From our Hearts is that Longing for what we Crave/Desire to
Experience and Encounter that could be Projected in Various Intentions depending
where Your Heart Posture is.
-Jeremiah 17:9-10
Become What You Respect
3. Think On This…What does Your Heart Respect/Admire in Someone that You Look Up
To?
And, what is that Quality you are willing to learn, and eventually become-grow into…
perhaps qualities that are Noble, Trustworthy, Honorable, Respectable and Admirable?
-Philippians 4:8
Mirror What You Admire
4. And last, but of Great Value- When You Look in the Mirror Do You Admire What
Your Heart Holds or Are You a Projection of What Your Heart hasn’t dealt with, yet;
therefore it could be Attracting the Wrong Vibrations/Frequency that is the Opposite
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of Love, Joy, Peace, Gentleness, Kindness, Goodness, Patience, Faithfulness and SelfControl.
-Galatians 5:22-23
*Daily Helpings*: Project and Attract with Verses to KeepSpeak these in the mirror and visualize your heART projecting that into yourself- as you do
this while looking into your eyes, your heART will start to feel either a conviction to change
into walking out the word or your heART will feel a sense of assurance. Therefore in either
cases will allow you to attract the four statements provided with the word being the guiding
light into your heART and mind:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attract What You Expect
Reflect What You Desire
Become What You Respect
Mirror What You Admire

1. Matthew 7:12 *** So then, in everything treat others the same way you want them to
treat you, for this is (the essence of) the Law and the (writings of the) Prophets.
2. Jeremiah 17:10 ***I, the Lord, search and examine the mind, I test the heart, to give
each man according to his ways, According to the results of his (fruit doings) deeds.
3. Philippians 4:8 ***Finally, believers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable and
worthy of respect, whatever is right and confirmed by God’s word, whatever is pure and
wholesome, whatever is lovely and brings peace, whatever is admirable and of good
repute; if there is any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think continually
on these things (center your mind on them, and implant them in your heart).
4. Galatians 5:22-23 ***But the fruit of the Spirit (the result of His presence within us) is
love (unselfish concern for others), joy (inner) peace, patience (not the ability to wait,
but how we act while waiting), kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, selfcontrol. Against such things there is no law.
(As you become the fruit of the Spirit you will start to see that projection will align
with the attraction of what God wants to Bless his children with and that is Purpose,
Abundance, Favor, Creativity, Prosperity, Strength and Honor- this being a part of
your next Adventure in B*Blessed with The Treasureful J.E.M Experience to guide
you.
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As you journey through the BeLoved heART Formation you will have the set
foundation in order to have and KEEP these Promises from our Loving Heavenly
Father

-Wheel of EmotionsThe Soul is made up of Our Mind, Will and
EmotionsIn this Section we will help you grow into a more
Positive You- making you Better and Stronger
than you were Yesterday!!!
With putting your mind toward a healthier
outlook…
With this in mind*What we think on-put our focus-Attention to the
most Will Grow*
We can now examine with a visual perspective
from the Picture on Projecting heART (first page
of ebook (Title Page)-as you print out- looking at it
will help you more with this guidance) That:
****There are two sides to Everything****
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And, we can choose to Project either…Negative or
Positive.
As healing flows- the Postive Heart is living out
Freedom, Wholeness and is open to being Cleansed
and Healed daily as it get’s Stronger and more
Active to what can be poured through it from who
created it.
With the negative heart it is has gone through
much pain, trauma- and realizing it or not is
shattered and imprisoned…in need of
Experiencing its creators purpose in love flowing
through it that brings a Positive mindset, emotions
and will for the soul to be connected to it’s Spirit
that is already seated in heavenly places for God’s
will to be done on earth as it is heaven with the
vibration of a Loving Heavenly Father- for peace
to be poured through from our Prince of PeaceJesus- for as we know God sent his only son to
save the world and not to condemn (put us down)
so that we may also live out our Book of Destiny
and Be Loved by the One who Created Us to be
part of Our Heavenly Father’s Family.
Below is a list of from my Experiences and
Working with Clients- A lot of the negative is
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rooted in the bloodline connected to iniquities and
curses and where trauma and pain need to be
healed and cleansed.
The Positive are:
1.Learned 2.Practiced 3.Developed 4.Applied
Upon receiving Christ to guide the way, truth and
life- The J.E.M Within will Educate, Empower,
Encourage and Equip you into a more positive
state of being to help you make a conscience choice
in the Fruit of the Spirit in your daily walk.
(With the Title Page printed you can visualize
with the below reading to further help you
understand)
Negative

or

Positive

Fear

Love

Anxiety

Peace

Rejection

Joy

Bitterness

Gentleness

Rebellion

Goodness

Strife

Kindness
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Rage

Patience

Retaliation

Faithfulness

Lack

Self- Control

As we remember what we put our focus- attention
to the most will grow- let’s put are wheel of
emotions into a positive spin…
The Positive:
- When we are rooted in love, fear is not a result of the
outcome in our lives because we start doing things in love
rather than from a fear based (center,core,root) mentality.
- When we are rooted in peace, anxiety does not control timerather than rushing we are at peace in every situation
knowing Christ in us- sustains us in peace.
- When we are rooted in Joy- rejection can’t steal our joy
because we accept who we are that gives us Hope- the joyful
expectation of good
- When we are rooted in Gentleness, any bitter roots cannot
remain because the sweet spirit within is a projection of
Good, and the heART feels content.
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- When we are rooted in Kindness, strife can no longer dividefor we are not separated in love- as love is patient and kind
we choose this over tearing us or people apart.
- When we are rooted in Patience, rage can’t control the
outcome- for we are quick to listen and slow to get angry;
therefore we can endure with good temper- forbearing any
unwanted negative outcomes.
- When we are rooted in Faithfulness, retaliation can’t bear
false witness, because the truth lives within us- and we
choose to overcome evil with good rather than lashing out or
repaying the evil.
- When we are rooted in Self-Control, lack can’t convince us
we need more- our flesh is self-control by the Holy Spirit by
the Fruit of the Spirit when practiced and applied daily can
break any negative habit and help develop persistence in the
Positive- with a mindset on these, the heART can achieve
Miracles in Christ and that is where lasting change occursand out of those revolving doors to live a life worth living
free from what keeps you from fully living.
The J.E.M Life Worth Living Academy helps you with this so you
won’t have to do it alone- along with Time4RR’s to guide your
soul- bringing you to a place of Recharge into Restoration over
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your health, relationships, finances and overall justice in renewing
your heart.
As your heart changes- with good heart posture…with
recognizing you can beloved by the one who created you; therefore
believing who’s starring back at you in the mirror- As you say,”I
Love You” and believe it’s Jesus saying this to you something
changes from the inside out…
You start truly loving your neighbor as you love yourself- noticing
God for me who can be against me is saying- even if they were
against you or reject you…because I live in you I don’t want you
to reject them- the reason why they have done this to you is a mere
projection of what they have not dealt with in their own hearts.
Let me be the one to attract them with my love permerating out of
you- that is very patient- meaning in the moment; there pause,
breathe and let me lead when you start to feel rejected, afraid or
misused. Let Jesus empower you with kindness and gentlenesswhere that good overcomes evil from there heart; therefore that
power from purity, brings authority over the darkness- let my light
shine before men- the Glory and Fire from my eyes burning up any
disses- diseases, disorders, distortions trying to get on my beloved
child. Let me fight for youAll you have to do is ask- Pause, Breathe and Let the J.E.M
within- Jesus take the lead, where every principality and dark
force has to bow in his name- recognizing who lives in you is the
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most valuable tool you can carry when facing any projection that
is not an attraction of our Almighty GodExpanding on that…Our God-creator of the Heavens and Earthif that is enough to say…creator of the Universe, Galaxies,
Angels, Human Creation- to really think on it…comparing to how
Huge the Sun is- the fire it contains and the magnitude of it’s
power…and this is only one of the creations our Heavenly Father
invented- and that is who lives in Us!
What a Projection we carry and what an Attraction that can be
when we recognize our full potential in what our Heavenly
Father wants to do through us…and it all starts with believing in
His Greatness- for that GREATfull heART within is a magnetic
force attracting more Greatness!!!
2 Corinthians 12:9- but He has said to me, “My grace is sufficient for
you [My lovingkindness and My mercy are more than enough—always available—
regardless of the situation]; for [My] power is being perfected [and is completed
and shows itself most effectively] in [your] weakness.” Therefore, I will all the
more gladly boast in my weaknesses, so that the power of Christ [may completely
enfold me and] may dwell in me.
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Visions for Understanding: Souls in
Bondage
Ephesians 1:18 ***And I pray that the eyes
of your heart (the very center and core of your
being) may be enlightened (flooded with light by
the Holy Spirit) so that you will know and cherish
the hope (the divine guarantee, the confident
expectation) to which He has called you, the riches
of His glorious inheritance in the saints (God’s
people)
The J.E.M Within- Jesus Envisioned Me with
these prison cells and people’s souls were trapped
in them, with demons of all variations (Spirits of
Rejection, Fear, Rage, Strife and list goes on- that
of which is in this Projecting heART book)
taunting their mind and emotions with so many
not knowing how to handle it, which resulted in
misguidance of there wills- what they want to do
and willing out of a good heart, but can’t seem to
do with consistency because of these Spiritual
forces/Principalities- making it harder for them to
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stay on track- run there race and receive the
rewards- in essence live in there Promised Land.
In Depth:
In one of the cells- There was this boy as Jesus
Envisioned Me- this boy taunted since a child,
now grown- like a scenes/clips of a movie
watching this man’s life from childhood to
adulthood…
still lives in the mindset of fear; therefore
experiencing anxiety as a result of that Spiritinherited by his ancestors/bloodline and is
determining the direction of his life- what he is
willing to do, is a direct result based on either fear
or love and because love had not been engrained in
him- the core of him lives through this spirit.
However, his heart is willing therefore he seeks
answers to resolve this. He comes across a little
church and starts studying the bible. Putting truth
to what he has been feeling, as he places those
truths in his mind- they start getting implanted in
his heart and his emotions start to feel love, peace,
joy- going off of the Spirit; rather than any
unwanted emotions trying to sway him that day.
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Another one is with myself how Jesus Embraced
Me with the truth that my soul was against my
soul.
Again, in a cell and in previous hours before had
shown me that my soul was screaming at mesaying,” I hate you!” And putting me down in
everyway- I just stood there, and it made me from
a perspective of how I could respond to things
rationally when my negative soul was taken awayI didn’t know where it went at that time; however
Jesus envisoned me with areas in my life and how I
could address them in a stable manner.
Later that night, I was around some J.E.M
Friends and Jesus envisioned me with the cells
again and many souls imprisoned.
I had said to the Lord how to be free of the
torment in my mind, will and emotions.
That’s when he had me do these three things that
produced a result that night of being able to
discern things clearer in my dreams and the next
day I was fighting against myself on thoughts,
emotions, but I was willing to start things that my
conflicting soul would have came against and
talked me out of it or swayed me to believe I had to
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do it; therefore being pushed into something I
didn’t necessarily want to do, but felt obligated.
How a weak scenario can turn into a negative
situation if we try to do it on our own strength:
Perhaps today your mind has not been cooperating,
which resulted in negative emotions and that thing
you said you were going to get done is put on hold,
due to a thought your mind believed, and was able
to sway your heart into an emotion of not
wanting/willing to do it; therefore that negative
inheritance had become a projection of attracting
negative inhabitants.
Proverbs 23:7 For as he thinks in his heart, so is he
(in behavior- one who manipulates- a soul in
bondage can be manipulated by it’s inhabitants)
Going Deeper:
From that manipulation (control) of the thought
casted- was able to bring a negative behavior- as
behavior develops habit- what has been formed is a
projection of what the unwanted guest is carrying
through you; therefore given him access to attract
more of his “friends” into your house- home within.
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In this case would be avoidance, then invites
procrastination, whom invites laziness, then brings
the Disses of distraction, disorder, disoriented, etc.
ultimately to get you drifting away from the focus
of what you are really wanting to get done Today
and can lead to anxiety of having to get more done
the day after- partnered with fear- that comes with
doubt and the list goes on of what the inhabitants
can project, eventually leading to another revolving
door/cycle simply by putting off the thing that
needed to get done- this is the battle our mind
wages war with- as Paul his testament, he can
very much relate to the harsh punishments fear can
project.
Romans 7:23-24
But I see a different law and rule of action in the
members of my body (in its appetites and desires),
waging war against the law of my mind and
subduing me and making me a prisoner of the law
of sin which is within my members. Wretched and
miserable man that I am! Who will (rescue me and)
set me free from this body of death (this corrupt,
moral existence)?
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3 Activations to Free your Mind
and Emotions of Negative Inhabitants
The J.E.M Within- Jesus Envisioned Me with this key and
allowed me to share with some J.E.M Friends as he was showing
me the vision- of us gals as little girls and Jesus was guiding us to
each prison cell of where our souls (mind, will and emotions) had
been trapped and being tormented needing to be set free from the
inhabitants of ancestral/bloodline curses/iniquities and infirmities
that needed to be dealt with. That night my dreams became clearer
with being able to see and discern what the Lord was guiding me
into more than before, along with the next day and there after not
having conflicting thoughts challenging my emotions and will, but
rather having a more focused mindset, having a handle on my
emotions with the Holy Spirit guiding me more into the Fruit of
the Spirit with fresh vision into God’s will for the purpose to
bring heaven to earth.
So, as much as this has helped- I hope it can guide you into more
understanding to free your mind and emotions of those negative
inhabitants and give you the J.E.M within to Encourage,
Embrace, Empower and Equip you and loved one’s on this one life
worth living journey.
3 Activations:
1. Take Authority over the inhabitants in Jesus name- (make
sure you have said Romans 10:9 prayer and believe it18

Declare with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord, and say, “I believe
in my heart that God raised him from the dead, with this
declaration I will be saved. For it is with my heart I believe
and I am justified, and it is with my mouth I have professed
my faith and I Am Saved!
As you have that covered, now you can command them with
saying,”I take Authority over you in Jesus name and I
command you to go straight to hell.
Psalm 55:15 ***Let death seize them, let them go down alive
into hell, for wickedness is in their dwellings and among
them.
2. Now Declare,” I have the mind of Christ, I have the Will of
the Father and I my emotions are led by the Fruit of the
Spirit that is of Love, Joy, Peace, Patience, Goodness,
Gentleness, Faithfulness, Kindness and Self-ControlGalatians 5:22-23
3. Believe you have received it and it will be given to you- Mark
11:24
(I assure you and most solemnly say to you, whoever says to
this mountain, Be lifted up and thrown into the sea and does
not doubt in his heart (in God’s unlimited power) but
believers that what he says is going to take place, it will be
done for him (in accordance with God’s will) believe (with
confident truth) that you have received them, and they will
be given to you- Mark 11:23-24
19

I had recorded what happened on my microphone, the Lord had me
listen to it again and I remembered this so clearly what I had feltThe fragments of my Soul had went into the missing pieces of my
mind, will and emotions of what God had intended for me to have
and for the first time my soul felt whole in a way it have never
experienced before.
Beloved- if these negative inhabitants continue in your soul, let us
handle them in the mercy-accusations heavenly court in
Time4R&R’s- Justice4Voice go to https://jemstudios.org/time4r%26rs-sessions
for your one on one session and get Justice Served for you and your
Loved Ones.

Luke 6:45 For out of the overflow of the heart, the mouth speaks
Proverbs 16:9 The heart of a man plans his way, but the Lord
establishes his steps
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*BeLoved heART Formation- Get Out of Your
Revolving Door and into a Life Worth Living*
How it Works…
As we take a look at each section of what the Lord had guided me
into- with it all starting out in a dream after asking Jesus to help
me with expressing my emotions, then I was shown to make the
BeLoved heART Formation a few years ago and it is just now
being brought out through this variation. With God working
through me on it first so I could experience how important it is to
stay with it every day.
God did not create out bodies to live with the constant pressure of
stored emotions. Our bodies begin to break down in health and
function. Spiritually, unexpressed emotions begin to cause a breach
in God’s protection around an individual, giving the devil an
opportunity to visit us through this spiritual vulnerability.
Finally, stored emotions begin to pollute the mind and will, parts
of the soul, causing them to devise and execute strategies that will
alleviate the emotional pressure being experienced. Unfortunately,
unexpressed emotions somehow seem to multiply and build,
creating even more pressure than when first experienced.- Otto
Unveiled heART
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Therefore the J.E.M within- Jesus Encouraged Me to write my
bottled up feelings out in Unveiled heART- with a teaching note
of,” As you have experienced the moral inventory in Recovery- this
is similar, but brought together with something that will help you
get out those frustrations, unresolved anger, resentments and so
forth by focusing on what you are projecting.
For example, the Lord will show me as I am doing the living
sacrafice before writing in Unveiled heART- what my flesh is
projecting and if there are days where it is hard for me to see what
it is- I can tell by how frustrating or impatient my flesh is getting
simply by not being able to see at times; therefore I write in
Unveiled heART my frustrations and for the J.E.M within to
Empower me with his Patience or embrace me with His Peace, you
can also bring out a create side with a poetic flow- many have
this, but aren’t aware until those bottled up emotions/feelings
start being expressed, then it becomes a creative flow of the Holy
Spirit to help you get through what you have been holding in, or
maybe just that day, even today it has been wearing you outwhen you write it out- it’s as if you are giving it to your counselor
and surrendering it so you can receive revelation (truth- Answers)
to your souls discontent.
With the 21 day formation- BeLoved heART it is the starting
point to help you get out of your Revolving Door- and when you
complete the 21 days- our Heavenly Father Loves to Reward His
Children with making a conscience choice to seek Him with your
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Whole Heart, Mind, Soul and Strength that will lead to lasting
changes and into a J.E.M Life Worth Living*
Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather
Expose them- Ephesians 5:11
Book of Remembrance
Another valuable tool the J.E.M within- Jesus Embrace Me with
is doing communion with him- this is not like other communions I
have experienced, all so important, but this one had really opened
my eyes to the heavenlies, where I was frustrated and impatient as
expressed in Unveiled heART God really does answer our prayers
and led me to this DNA Communion and to share with the
J.E.M’s so you, too can experience and encounter the Heavenly
Realm- as we are called to bring Heaven to Earth- Our Heavenly
Father Loves to show his children new things and to learn there
true home, but most importantly- communion, have a relationshipfriendship with him, for these are the times we will remember- it
ignites a desire within our hearts to go after the things that really
matter in this life, as we are given just this one and what we do
with it counts.
Do not lay up treasures- Scripture
Therefore- The treasure we behold in our hearts is astonishingly
valuable- for that is what is expressed into our daily lives and
when we allow ourselves to share those remembrances of what we
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have encountered with those we are led to, with the intention to
glorify our Lord, God and as it is written… it get’s recorded in
heaven and is used for Greater purposes (distinguishing between
the righteous and the wicked, between one who serves God and
who does not serve Him- as this will provide evidence on the day
of judgement when we have to give account for our actions).
Malachi 3:16 The Book of Remembrance
Then those who feared the Lord(with awe-filled reverence)spoke to
one another; and the Lord paid attention and heard it,, and a book
of remembrance was written before Him of those who fear the
Lord (with an attitude of reverence and respect) and who esteem
His name.
Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
This has got to be one of the most Transformational heart changesfor we all know when we remember something in that moment, it
brings us right to that moment of how we felt. Whether it be that
day you got your son back (the Lord is envisioning a woman this
has happened to) or to the smallest moment, but worth a thousand
words- that smile you got from someone when you were having the
worst day.
It is in these moments our heART is enlightened to Gratitude. You
know…when our attitude is less than Grateful and something is
shifted to work in our favor.
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This is what happened to me- when Jesus knew I needed an
attitude shift.
That is when the J.E.M within- Jesus Envisioned Me with
making the Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper- P.G.M.K for short
;)
As I was shown to cut out pockets to put heart/mind- Attitude
scriptures, along with Sowing and Reaping scriptures in these
pockets- by the way really helps with unwanted guests of
negativity- speaking the word and implanting them in heart has
allowed those trespassers to not want to stay for very long- kicked
to the curb the more I thanked Jesus and praised him for the
Awesome heART he has in everything as he shown me to write
down each day what I am grateful for on these pockets, but even
more so to capture the moment in which my Attitude had become
GREATFULL.
As the J.E.M within- Jesus Educated Me on this… to say…
I Am FULL OF GREATNESS, B*CAUSE MY GOD IN ME
IS GREATER THAN HE THAT IS IN THE WORLD. EACH
DAY GOD’S GREATNESS WITHIN ME IS THAT MAGNET
DRAWING IN THE FULLNESS OF WHAT MY
HEAVENLY FATHER CAN DO AND BE THROUGH MEAND THAT GREATFULL HEART LIVING WITHIN IS A
MAGNET FOR MIRACLES- I BELIEVE I HAVE
RECEIVED IT, AND IT IS GIVEN, IN JESUS NAME,
AMEN.
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With saying this everyday- My heART started Attracting that in
which I was believing- God’s word truly is a Powerful Magnet!!!
1 John 4:4
Little children (believers, dear ones), you are of God and you
belong to Him and have (already) overcome them (the agents of the
antichrist); because He who is in you is greater than he (Satan)
who is in the world (of sinful mankind)
The Pictures to bring P.G.M.K to it’s FULLNESS…
With writing down that GREATFULL Memory, and the
scriptures to bring that Attitude of Gratitude (you can print them
in the Academy) then comes the keepsakes with taking a picture to
capture your memory!!!
As I started doing this each month- the J.E.M within-Jesus
Exited Me with naming each month that we did it- these names:
Chosen, Valued, Treasured and BeLoved now have pictures for
each moment (some collages- as I have experienced in writing my
GREATfull Moment- with having my scripture there to keep an
Attitude of Gratitude my day started being filled with more
precious moments that I wanted to remember- I can explain it best
with this:
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If you have seen the Grinch and the scene where his heart got
three times biggerThat is what my heart started feeling when my mind was focused
on the moment that led to God’s GREATNESS filling my heART
with Gratitude.
I Love how Jesus envisioned me to make them as adorable pocket
pouches that can be transformed into another creative expression
and remembrance when that month is over (ex. quilt, picture frame
to carry your keepsake memory pics) Go to www.jemstudios.org
for a visual and how the chain from the pocket pouch comes off
with an adorable charm to wear as a necklace that says- Chosen,
Valued, Treasured and/or BeLoved.
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*The Impression*
God’s heART- Get out of trying to impress/please others- by doing
this know the heart that is within You- that GREATfull heART
This is something I struggled with for many years and the start of
figuring out who I truly am was in realizing what was placed
before me and what I allowed in to define me.
A few years back- I was led to do a collage and was led by the
Holy Spirit of what to put on it.
One of them was a cut out that said creative art studio and the
other was J.E.M paintings. The Lord said we would be going back
to the collage at the right time and he would reveal what they
meant.
A few months later Holy Trinity led me to those two cutouts and
said I want you to open up J.E.M Studios- realizing the cutouts
had been put together, then recognizing it was plural in studios.
I asked what that meant- first what J.E.M was, then why pluralalthough seemingly apparent with being more than one, but why
and how? (the child within me asks a lot of questions, as I have
always needed to know truth in everything, knowing truth brings
answers)
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Therefore in that moment Holy Trinity (God, Jesus, Holy Spirit)
made a deep impression on me that day with saying,” The J is for
Jesus, the E are all the positive E’s- Embodies, Embraces,
Educates, Equips, Empowers, Encourages, Excites, etc.
And the M as explained was through Me- the J.E.M within will
multiply. Then later given this scripture.
Genesis 1:28 And God Blessed them (granting them certain
authority) and said to them,” Be fruitful, multiply, and fill the
earth and subjugate it (putting it under your power) and rule over
(dominate) the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, and every living
thing that moves upon the earth.
With being astounded by this- I had no idea how to, so I simply
asked how do we do this and I heard Jesus say,” I will teach you
to be a J.E.M- so the J.E.M within you can teach others to
multiply what has been given to them, as each one has special
gifts/treasures/talents that need to be brought out- it is I, Jesusthe J.E.M within will empower, embrace and encourage them to
do so.”
The more I started to let the J.E.M within lead- what had helped
was saying the Pledge everyday (Jesus guided me to this, to help
me focus on what matters). I started noticing my heart was
shifting from trying to impress/please or gain the approval and
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acceptance of others to Jesus becoming my focal point and that is
what made my why stronger realizing who I am doing it for; with
the impression of the J.E.M within- Jesus guiding me into what’s
important- that a life can be taken any momentthat drove my heart in Letting Jesus reach as many through me
with however many studios so All can Express themselves and not
have to suppress their voice or back down to any DISSES, bully’s
in our everyday lifeDISeases
DISorders
DISfunction (dysfunction)
DIStractions
DISappointments
DIScouragments
DIScontenments
Believing we have already won the battle against evil- we simply
need to know how to let the one who won it for us guide us into
how to take back what the demonic forces had taken.
This hits home- with my brother Philip’s life taken before his time
with two kids without their biological father, parents who mourn
their son going before them, a brother and sister regretting not
listening or making time for their middle brother.
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With all of this- Jesus had shown me this verse the day before, day
of and day after Philip’s passingRomans 8:28
And we know (with great confidence) that God (who is deeply
concerned about us) causes all things to work together (as a plan)
for good to those who love God, to those who love God, to those
who are called according to His plan and purpose.
And how this solitified what God was doing and how he turned
what the enemy meant for evil and turned it for good.
The Lord is close to the broken heart and saves the crushed in
spirit with this verse being the pinnacle of what the Lord shown
me to start ProjectSave.1MoreLord because my brother went home
when he was 34years old and it happened in 2018With that verse being Psalm 34:18
So this isfor those who have lost love one’s, those who are still
struggling or know someone with a DISease such as alcoholism,
addicted to drugs- tobacco, porn, pills, sex, work and/or has
suicidal afflictions- cutting self, thoughts of suicide, have acted on
it and are surviving, all of these and more our Heavenly Father
wants to set you free as he has me from ALL of these and so much
more.
The Truth Will Set You Free- John 8:32
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To know more and how you and your loved one’s can be set free go
to

*The Pledge*
*Print this out to help You Remember the Importance of Who is
Within You- (With option to print out colored Art piece and/or
write out)
*A Reminder that being connected to the Vine brings about Great
Rewards- As you will see on the picture of just the pledge two
verses the Lord had me put,
John 15:5 I am the vine, you are the branches. The one who
remains in me and I in him bears much fruit, for (otherwise) apart
from me (that is, cut off from the vital union with me) you can do
nothing.
*Valuable Note: What’s within Will Carry YouJohn 14:6 I Am the (only) Way, the (real)Truth and the (real)Life,
no one comes to the Father, but through me.
*Let it be the one who knows how to navigate this life, guiding
the way and revealing truth- and who can sustain You through
the good, the bad and the ugly with the Fruit of the Spirit to be
your everyday emotions- led by the Fruit of the Spirit in Love,
Joy, Peace, Patience, Goodness, Gentleness, Kindness,
Faithfulness and Self-Control.
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You can choose to print out the full picture or just the Pledge &
remember to click black and white ink if you don’t want to use
full color.
This is a Reminder- When we have the Mind of Christ- All Things
Are Possible, with the Rainbow being God’s Promises connecting
us into the image of Christ as we are welcomed with Jesus
stretching out his hand so that we adjoin together we become one.
Therefore whenever you look in the mirror you will see yourself as
God see’s You.
As I was led to do many years ago- Start by saying,
”I Love You,” In the mirror. At first this was weird for me, until
one day it clicked- Holy Spirit asked me to look in my eyes and as I
said those three words- it made sense- Jesus was telling me he
loves me as I was saying I Love You to myself- I started to see
myself in the image of Christ through the words I was speaking,
the character God was guiding me in, seeing from His lensstepping into Jesus as we say in Jesus name- we can know just by
looking in the mirror who we are reflecting- So I ask you…
Are You Reflecting Your Flesh?
Or Are You Reflecting Jesus- The J.E.M Within- God’s Spirit
Holy and Pure?
Remember…Purity brings Power and Authority, no name is above
the One that is within You- allow Yourself Today to Reflect the
GREATNESS within- Start with saying,”I Love You in the
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mirror- so you can Be Loved by the One who Adores You and
draws you into be more like him- Forgiving- Loving, Joyful,
Peaceful, Patient, Kind, Good, Gentle, Faithful and SelfControlled*
The Pledge:
Put your hand over your Heart and Say…
Jesus, I need your help- Guide me Holy Spirit Into All Truth.
For you, Jesus are the way and the J.E.M Life would be nothing
without you.
John 14:6 I Am the Way, and the Truth and the Life no one goes
to the Father except through me.
John 15:5 I Am the Vine, your are the Branches- Together we bare
much fruit, apart from me you can do nothing.
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BeLoved, as you say the Pledge out loud, remember to say the
bottom verses as well- John 14:6 & John 15:5
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*When in Doubt*
Love this section of the book- Holy Spirit gave me this Quote to
help me when any bottled up/unresolved emotions would try an
get the best of me- I was not about to have them steal my Joy and
neither was The J.E.M Within so Jesus would Excite and
Entertain me with ways to get out those suppressed
emotions/feelings.
And, as we know God’s Spirit is Full of Creativity just waiting to
radiate through us and the best part- this is where healing took
place in me…it all started with writing it out, that led to creating
it out, dancing it out, then to singing it out, voicing it out and the
must fun acting it out. I love how God knows exactly what his
children need to bring in humor that fills us with Pure Joy.
So listen to your heart today and what it needs- Don’t allow
darkness to cover the light of what’s meant to Shine through YouWhen in Doubt- just DO and then You Will Become what the
Creator is Doing through You!!!
Most Importantly let the BeLoved heART Formation guide you
into much more Creativity- after all our Best Work comes from
knowing the Inventor*
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*The Will- You’re Will Be Done or My Will Be Done?*
I asked the J.E.M within to educate me on this because my flesh
was being stubborn and was not willing to do the things God was
asking of me- it’s as though my heart wanted to, but my emotions
had fears that were holding me back and needed strength and
courage to go for it.
Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation; the
spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak- Matthew 26:41
That is when Jesus started encouraging me to do things outside of
my comfort zone- which led me to Pray more because I knew I
needed his strength, I knew I wouldn’t be able to do it on my own
willpower- then led to Jesus teaches his ways that are higher.
And eventually, put me in the will of the father- aligning with
His purpose and His Desires of His heart and not that of my own
that would many times lead into my own revolving door again.
Thankfully, the J.E.M within Embraced me with this analogymuch like an earthly father whom passes and leaves behind a Will
for his children to inherit what he had worked for and built
throughout his life, believing whomever he allows to inherit will
be responsible enough to carry out the foundation- steadiness and
faithfulness of let’s say a multimillion dollar business/ministry
that comes with a beach house to rest with Jesus to rejuvenate and
collect new ideas ; )
Seems intimidating and exciting all the same time, right.
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However- we know God will not give us more than what we can
handle – 1 Corinthians 10:13
But gradually, as our Heavenly Father can trust us with the small
things, then comes the bigger things.
He who is faithful in a very little thing is also faithful in much;
and he who is dishonest in a very little things Is also dishonest in
much- Luke 16:10
Therefore- that is whey Father, God shown the BeLoved heART
Formation to me when I asked for help, which led to getting my
Heart Posture into Pure Intentions and Motives and into the
Character of God that is Upright with Good Morals/Values that
holds Integrity and very much Faithful.
That is why, in choosing to say, ”You’re Will be done God and not
My Will be done is Valuable to which road you are going to take
in your lifeBut small is the gate and narrow the way that leads to life, and
only a few find it- Matthew 7:14
The J.E.M Within- Encourages Your Spirit Today to Inherit
God’s Promises- where our Heavenly Father Keeps His WordFor as many as are the Promises of God, in Christ they are (all
answered) “Yes.” So through Him we say our “Amen” to the glory
of God. -2 Corinthians 1:20
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21 Day Formation- BeLoved heART
Allow your heart to Be Loved and that is when the Forming will
take place- as we know, if we have not been taught how to be
loved properly- there is a tendency to be resistant, even push away,
reject or cause rebellion to try and sway the heart toward old
behaviors.
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against the Will of the Father in this formation; however
progress can only be made through laying down the flesh each day,
what it wants and picking up the cross and making a conscience
choice to walk in your inheritance, remember a willing heart can
bring in the will, but let J.E.M be your strength to help you get
through, you don’t have to do it alone and that is the best part!!!
That is why God created J.E.M Friends for Accountability and to
keep you focused on God’s Promised, not the hardships or
adversities that can try and trip us up.
Let This J.E.M Life Worth Living be the Bridge into the many
doors of Opportunity God is wanting to place you intoAnd, Allow your heART to receive the formation- the Kingdom
within- the Masterpiece God has already created you as with the
Prince of Peace-Jesus- The J.E.M Within- molding you into an
Outstanding heART Posture and Excellent Character- with a
Foundation you were built for and Created to Withstand!!!
So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live
your lives in him, rooted and built up in him, strengthened in the
faith as you were taught, and overflowing with thankfulnessColossians 2:6-7
Just as (in His Love) He chose us in Christ (actually selected us for
Himself as His own) before the foundation of the world, so that
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we would be holy (that is, consecrated, set apart for Him, purposedriven) and blameless in His sight. In Love- Ephesians 1:4
Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were
born I set you apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nationsJeremiah 1:5
The seed that fell among thorns stands for those who hear, but as they go on their
way they are choked by life’s worries, riches and pleasures, and they do not
mature. But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart,
who hear the word, retain it, and by persevering produce a crop.- Luke 8:14-15
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BeLoved heART Formation- *21 Days of
Excellence*
Unveiled heART:
Cast all your cares (all your anxieties, all your worries, and all
your concerns, once and for all) on Him, for He cares about you
(with deepest affection, and watches over you very carefully)- 1
Peter 5:7
-For this is what is to be Humble- not trying to do it on our own,
but surrendering life’s struggles to the one who has already paid a
Great price so we wouldn’t have to carry itThink on this when casting your cares in Unveiled heART
everyday and what you don’t want to rule over you- the more you
let our Heavenly Father take care of you, the more Authority you
will have in Christ- our J.E.M within, and most importantly- the
more Love you will Experience by simply being You.
(BeLoved, You can choose to Print out the Days or get a Journal
to write out the *21 Days of Excellence*)
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Day 1- Unveiled heART
* I choose to not do this life on my own, this heart was made to be
free, not heavy; therefore I surrender it to the one who has already
paid a Great price so I wouldn’t have to carry it- J.E.M Quote
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Day 1- Book of Remembrance
*Choose to be in line with the Beauty within- focused on the tight
rope of Excellence- J.E.M Quote
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Day 1- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
*Let your heART be the change- choosing to put on your Attitude
of Greatness Today!!!- J.E.M Quote
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Day 2- Unveiled heART
*The veil is torn- come out from hiding- and let your true colors
vibrate
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Day 2- Book of Remembrance
*God can make things happen in one moment- you don’t have to
do it all, all we have to do is ask- J.E.M Quote
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Day 2- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
*Keep that Sunshine in your P.G.M.K Today- let your heART
Light the Way-J.E.M Quote
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Day 3- Unveiled heART
*If it’s hard-that lesson will come and accelerate you- making it
all worth it. - J.E.M Quote
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Day 3- Book of Remembrance
*What will our Heavenly Father lead you to Today…cherish your
Home within and the Value Your heART offers-J.E.M Quote
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Day 3- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
GrAtEfUl-I will get the A+ Today in my Attitude- Kindness goes
a long way on my heART’s grading curve- J.E.M Quote
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Day 4- Unveiled heART
Yes, it’s tough, but so are You- Strengthen your heART by getting
out the bitter and turning it into Sweet Redemption!
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Day 4- Book of Remembrance
Like a child- my heart trusts in you father,God- J.E.M Quote
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Day 4- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
Keep my mind and heart focused on Optimism- for you Jesus are
the protector and keeper of my heART
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Day 5- Unveiled heART
Transformation lies within the formation of digging up what does
not help you grow- J.E.M Quote
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Day 5- Book of Remembrance
Let’s dance on the dance floor- you and me Jesus
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Day 5- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
*I Am GREATFULL to be Alive- my heart reminds me of the
Miracle I Am every moment- J.E.M Quote
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Day 6- Unveiled heART
*I will empty out the trash- there is no value in darkened motivesfill my heART up with your Shining, Pure Treasure FatherJ.E.M Quote
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Day 6- Book of Remembrance
I will remember the incense of the chamber of my heART- the
Sweet Aroma of Christ Jesus fumigating out- Sweet Spirit I
choose to be
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Day 6- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
As my heART gives Thanks flowers are being created in Heavenfor my heART gives Thanks to You Father for your Protecting
Love-J.E.M Quote
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Day 7- Unveiled heART
*Take this heART of tainted love- turn it into what you know I
can become- you say it is finished- I Am Treasured in your LoveJ.E.M Quote
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Day 7- Book of Remembrance
*The Garden of my heART is where you teach me- I will grow
more in your love- pull out the weeds, take out the thorns- I trust
you, I can be loved by you- J.E.M Quote
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Day 7- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
A pure intentional moment is worth a thousand words- J.E.M
Quote
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Day 8- Unveiled heART
*Time to press the reset button-I am not what I use to be-The One
who knows me more than anyone else- My God, My Creator- I
will let you fight my battles and remove any chains that try an
hold me back from moving forward- - J.E.M Quote
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Day 8- Book of Remembrance
*New beginnings- Forever and Always- You and Me- U are my
Created Future- J.E.M Quote
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Day 8- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
Greatfull memories can welcome more thoughtful moments- J.E.M
Quote
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Day 9- Unveiled heART
I give this case to you God- just judge- my father, my defenderJ.E.M Quote
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Day 9- Book of Remembrance
Hold me with your bear hug today Father and never let me go, you
are my stronghold- when I let myself be held by you, all dark
strongholds cannot be in your midst- J.E.M Quote
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Day 9- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
*The picture of my heART is the masterpiece developed into a
world needing your Creation- J.E.M Quote
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Day 10- Unveiled heART
*Faithful- full of a childlike heART, willing to let go of the
monsters in my closet- I will be safe in my home within because my
father protects this home in my surrendered heART- J.E.M Quote
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Day 10- Book of Remembrance
*Let’s go play today Father in Fun Land-bringing heaven’s
biggest playground to earth- no worries, no fear, no doubts- make
us like children again father!- J.E.M Quote
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Day 10- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
A keepsake is not forsaking that which steals your precious
moments, but keeping account for the moments you create so they
won’t be taken- That is what makes it a keepsake memory- J.E.M
Quote
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Day 11- Unveiled heART
In this time- the moment is paused- I will breathe out everything I
don’t want in this heART- I will write it out and I will breathe in
all that can stay- J.E.M Quote
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Day 11- Book of Remembrance
The stars are a reflection of your heART and we- your children
father are kept in your heART- light up the U Creation with your
warm embrace for All to Remember- J.E.M Quote
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Day 11- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
*Holy Spirit- Thank You for creating through me- for giving
Thanks is a created force that attracts more of your Excellenceradiating your presence- J.E.M Quote
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Day 12- Unveiled heART
*It’s ok to let it out- our heARTs aren’t wired to hold it in- J.E.M
Quote
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Day 12- Book of Remembrance
*Let’s fly away together Jesus- Empower me with your soaring
strength- J.E.M Quote
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Day 12- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
It’s these times my heART wants to hold on to- this day is, but yet
gone, so I choose to be Grateful for what I have and Who I AmJ.E.M Quote
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Day 13- Unveiled heART
*This feeling doesn’t have to be- take me to a place I can be set
free- J.E.M Quote
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Day 13- Book of Remembrance
Let me remember why I am doing this- your heART father is
where I belong- J.E.M Quote
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Day 13- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
1 you are my God- there is no other who can protect me like you- 3
days that’s what it took for you to make him risen- I put you
before me the 2 in us- 4 you bring fourth the Element of Surprise
when we wait on you- Arise and Shine my child- J.E.M Quote
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Day 14- Unveiled heART
*Release the pain and gain your Strength- J.E.M Quote
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Day 14- Book of Remembrance
*We can and We Will- I Am, that I Am…in me, you will
Conquer your fears, let my Love scare them out- J.E.M Quote
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Day 14- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
There is something so special in a moment when captured in a
photograph- I am grateful for what I can look back on, the feeling
it gives of being in that very moment again- J.E.M Quote
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Day 15- Unveiled heART
*Life can press us down, but what’s squeezed out is what makes
all the difference- get the pressing out, so the juice can be a Sweet
Sacrafice of Love and Victory!- J.E.M Quote
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Day 15- Book of Remembrance
*Your Love get’s me through- may I always remember what you
did for me Jesus, so that I never go back to my old ways, behaviors
and habits- J.E.M Quote
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Day 15- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
It’s moments like these my heART feels loved- cherished, adoredrealizing I get to Be Loved by you, I don’t ever want to leave this,
I Am GREATfull right now in this moment- J.E.M Quote
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Day 16- Unveiled heART
Let the unveiling begin…there is no time like the Present get your
heART set up to be Rewarded/Blessed as you let go/unveil
- J.E.M Quote
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Day 16- Book of Remembrance
Remember how your Spirit wants you to feel and put the emotion
into overdrive- steering evil out and God’s Goodness in
- J.E.M Quote
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Day 16- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
*You’re a Keeper!!!- J.E.M Quote
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Day 17- Unveiled heART
Don’t be afraid to try- The J.E.M Within will give you that extra
umph to make you Triumphant!!!- J.E.M Quote
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Day 17- Book of Remembrance
These are the days we will remember- in the Presence of the one
who knows how to make us feel Alive- J.E.M Quote
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Day 17- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
Smile at a Stranger!!! Appreciate the random’s, it’s moments like
these that get your mind off the negative and give them a positive
you- J.E.M Quote
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Day 18- Unveiled heART
Develop no negative’s- only positive pictures in your mind- J.E.M
Quotw
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Day 18- Book of Remembrance
This just end, I am officially in love with the one who captures my
heart and keeps me in the positive state of mind with his adorning
words of affirmation- Lover of My Soul.- J.E.M Quote
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Day 18- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
He’s a Keeper, he says all the right things-seen you at your worst
and Loves you as you are- Jesus, my one and only- my first love,
forever and always.- J.E.M Quote
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Day 19- Unveiled heART
Where vulnerability seems scary, my heart will rest in you to hold
the places of weakness, for in you my heart grows stronger each
time I release the vulnerable pieces.- J.E.M Quote
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Day 19- Book of Remembrance
Adoring with spices of Love- Sweet aroma preparation for your
Bride to be…what a lovely process of engagement- J.E.M Quote
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Day 19- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
GreatFULLness- to be Full of You and not of myself makes for
Happy Moments and Joyful Memories, now that is worth being
filled up with- WORD.- J.E.M Quote
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Day 20- Unveiled heART
You say just let it go, but how…one day at a time, one hour at a
time and one moment at a time, the revealing compass let’s your
heart just breathe to let it go in that very moment, that leads to
one hour, one day and each day after your heART get’s better and
better with the healing it needs to make it whole- J.E.M Quote
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Day 20- Book of Remembrance
Remember the Good, focus on the Good- where Good is
magnified…Greatness can reside and that’s where Excellence
comes through- J.E.M Quote
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Day 20- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
The more Grateful you are, the more present you become and what
a Gift that is to share- J.E.M Quote
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Day 21- Unveiled heART
Holy Spirit always comes through, where words seem lost- in him
you are found with Creativity, Love and so much Joy as you
release and unveil that which tries to keep these remarkable
emotions of the Spirit hidden- Holy, Pure Fruit that get’s rid of
rotten fruit can bring about a Transformation only a changed
heART can express- J.E.M Quote
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Day 21- Book of Remembrance
Today marks the Day for Greatness because my heART remembers
even the little things God has Blessed me with- for that my heART
is happy and full of the memories that I let happen within me,
Thank You Jesus being a part of my Story- J.E.M Quote
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Day 21- Pocket Gratitude Memory Keeper
There is a Time and a Place for Everything- Now is Your TimeFly BeLoved One!!! Believing Jesus- the J.E.M within will carry
You to your next Adventure- B*Blessed and Dream Big little one
with a big heART of GREATNESS!!!- J.E.M Quote
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*Acknowledgment-Don’t Give Up*
I will like to bring to remembrance the years of writing
this- the continued work put in and how it would get
lost, the tears that I’ve cried when all the work and
time was not accounted for and finally it is finishedThis acknowledgment is so important because it is
through my why that did not allow me to give upThe why of when I made a vow with God after my
brother went home before his time- with him getting
saved through me and at that time him going because
he was a new believer the enemy took him under more
than he’s ever been in his revolving door.
My vow was for God to put something in my path so
others, especially new in Christ can look forward
toward something that can help them get out- that they
don’t have to stay stuck in the cycle of addiction, pain,
trauma, unforgiveness whatever it is for themThis can be their way out, when applied with purposeyour why can drive you to not give up for anything.
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****Let The J.E.M Life be Your New Beginning and let
Jesus lead the way into Your Life Worth Living Free from
what keeps you from Fully Living****
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